CONFIRMATION OF NEW CONFERENCE DATES – 9-11 November 2020
10th March – 10.00 GMT

Following Wednesday’s (4th March 2020) announcement of the postponement of the Europe Cash
Cycle Seminar due to Coronavirus concerns and feedback from the vast majority of participants has
confirmed postponement was the correct decision given the circumstances. We would like to thank
all conference participants for their kind messages of support.
Our team has been working tirelessly since Wednesday to finalise all necessary details. All conference
participants have been advised directly of the following information:
•
•

•

The Europe Cash Cycle Seminar will now run at Movenpick Hotel in Amsterdam on 9-11
November 2020.
To accommodate the date alteration, we have had to make changes to the structure of the
agenda.
o The Payments for Cash Professional Workshop and Central Bank Summit originally
planned for Monday have been moved to Wednesday (11th November) morning.
o The main conference agenda will run over Monday and Tuesday (9th & 10th
November).
o The opening presentation start time on Monday has been pushed back to midmorning to accommodate delegates travelling early Monday morning rather than
over a Sunday.
Given the above alterations to the agenda which will affect participants travel plans and for
operational reasons from the hotel, all reservations made with the hotel via the conference
link will not be automatically rebooked as we previously announced should happen. These
reservations, made with the hotel via the conference booking link prior to 4th March, have
been cancelled with no penalty.
We are aware a small number of delegates booked accommodation at the hotel via a third
party which means these bookings cannot be cancelled by the hotel. We will be contacting
these delegates directly to advise them of this issue. If you are unsure if your booking is
affected please contact Zoey (zwoodward@currency-research.com).
If delegates booked alternative accommodation please ensure you contact the venue to alter
your booking accordingly.
To book the hotel for the new dates, at the original March rate of €159 – please use the new
booking link (Click Here), also available through our website.

Again we apologise for having to postpone what was looking to be a very well attended conference,
we hope all our participants and more will be able to join us for the new dates in November, and look
forward to welcoming you to Amsterdam then.

If you have any queries or concerns please contact Event Manager Zoey Woodward
(zwoodward@currency-research.com), or Managing Director – Europe, Tom Mitchell
(tmitchell@currency-research.com).

POSTPONMENT OF EUROPE CASH CYCLE SEMINAR
4th March – 08.00 GMT

Given recent developments across the region in relation to the coronavirus; especially the rapid
escalation in warnings from governments and the WHO coupled with increasing individual company
travel restrictions taking place, Currency Research have taken the decision to postpone the Europe
Cash Cycle Seminar (ICCOS).
Considering the number of countries travelling to attend and the increasing concern for the safety of
our delegates, speakers and sponsors, we feel this is the most appropriate decision.
Therefore, the event is moved to November with provisional dates 9 th-11th, and will be held at the
same venue. The format of the conference will include the main conference agenda taking place
Monday + Tuesday, with what is currently termed the ‘pre-event workshops’ actually taking place on
the Wednesday.
All conference participants have been informed directly. Given the nature and timing of the
announcement clearly a lot of the finer details concerning in what is a complex operation need
refining, and we ask for patience from all participants as out team work flat out to resolve all matters
and communicate the updated information.
We are sorry for the last-minute nature of the postponement but clearly this is a very unusual and
rapidly evolving set of circumstances.

If you have any queries or concerns please contact Event Manager Zoey Woodward
(zwoodward@currency-research.com), or Managing Director – Europe, Tom Mitchell
(tmitchell@currency-research.com).

